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LAWSUIT 37-23-00038663-CU-CO-CTL Foster vs Gildred




Foster-v-Gildred-Service-Files_All-Parties_Breach-of-Contract-Lawsuit




 Monthly Budget estimates:   $5,278

BREACH of CONTRACT Service Files:  


+Original-Summons_with_Plaintiff-Notary | +NOTICE-OF-A-LAWSUIT-AND-REQUEST-TO-WAIVE-SERVICE-OF-A-SUMMONS | +Foster-v-Gildred-Index-Number-Charges-Breach-of-Contract | +Notice of Confirmation of Filing SD-1 | +Stipulation to Alternative Dispute Resolution Process SD | +Notice of Case Assignment SD | +Plaintiff Foster Request to Waive Court Fees | +Plaintiff Foster Civil Case Cover Sheet | +Plaintiff Foster Complaint for Damages | +Foster-v-Gildred_Temporary_RESTRAINING-ORDER-Civil-Harassment-unSigned | +Official-Foster-v-Gildred-Breach-of-Contract-Filings | +Summons-Filed_COURT-CLERK | +CM-010_Judge-Keri-Katz_2023-38663















Tom Gildred Subsequently sort to establish Foster as a Mentally Unhinged Gildred-impersonator who hacked his Facebook account, talked of infidelities with Gildred spouse and made 38 phone calls to Gildred in 3 days. This campaign of $5,278 will end on 10.09.23 the Birthday of Michael's Mother who asks "Why not simply BLOCK all calls or has Gildred done so to this current day?


Each expense covers a specific need. 


Every donation is an attestation of the combined courage and strength devoted to a successful outcome of this Lawsuit.


In 2017 Gildred established Foster in filings as a criminal affirmed in false criminal police reports to NYPD and SDPD. Foster ignored these and Gildred's passionate escalations over FB-Video Chats to persuade Foster's self indulgent to visit SD without any invitation. Later Gildred had 2-Run-in to confront Foster Mid-Street NYC - Foster assuage reluctance to adhere to Gildred's very physical personal demeanor, but informed the calculated confrontations to the NYPD in a Police Report.


An E & Y Accountant Entrepreneur of The Year Winner Gildred is a married Man. Owner of a trademark "Tom Gildred" boasted himself a service not an individual. A mind for Accountability exacerbates motive to properly calculate those many unfavorable circumstances Foster suffer up to a contract in Gildred v Foster. 


A Contract to end the predication and to Cancel a Counter-Lawsuit. Contract Law is complicated even to experience accountants as Tom Gildred.


Contracts implies cost to Both Sides. Gildred demanded De-Publications (Delineation), of Foster's trademark online URL's and a list of social footprints across sites Facebook, Twitter, Google, to include cost related Work Orders in Proforma Value.


This lawsuit 37-2023-00038663-CU-CO-CTL Foster vs Gildred aims to reverse Gildred's abuses and hold Tom Gildred accountable for compensatory damages unpaid to Foster on the Contract Work Orders.


Gildred ignored hints to stop: The Hon G Lebovits in an Order - TO STOP.


Hon. Canatarro assuage Gildred to settle on $350 per day ($750,000 is Chickpea). Gildred Nodded NO from the Courts pew. That Same week the Court's JHO sticky-noted Unlawful Conduct, Jury Tampering at Attorney for Gildred to near a Disciplinary Recommendation. Her Hon. CJ Kaplan.


Gildred Said NO to All Contract Edits.


Now this Judicial Intervention seeks compensatory damages for Gildred's unacceptable deficiencies.


Its NEVER OK to use the LAW (Criminal or Civil) as a weapon in support one's ego.





















Donate:
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Make the first move!


Become an early supporter of this campaign and inspire others to start giving.
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Foster's Economical Services Co. Inc.



















Add your Support USD to help cover the fees.
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We use cookies to improve and customize your experience on our site. If you accept cookies, we’ll also use them to show you personalized PayPal ads when you visit other sites.  Manage cookies and learn more










